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Abstract: A number of drawbacks in previous electronic voting schemes are analyzed in 
this paper. A new voting protocol is proposed. As results, giving up voting 
rights is allowed, low computational complexity is achieved and wide 
application is embodied. In the end, the security of the protocol is proved. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In cryptographic literature, electronic voting is known as multi-party 
computation. Lots of papers[l-5] discussed the problem in recent years. 
Under different design principles, kinds of protocols are proposed or 
improved. But the final purpose is common: to achieve a more practical, 
more efficient, and more secure protocol. We believe these following 
principles are important: 

(1) completeness 
If all the participants are honest, the votes will be counted correctly. 

(2) Fast speed 
For the practical purpose, all the participants only have to carry out the 

least computation. 
(3) Privacy 
All the votes are secret, by which the privacy of voters is protected. 
(4) Security 
Cheats from any person including voters, outsiders, administrators, and 
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the counter, or their collusion will not be successful under reasonable 
assumptions. 

(5) Robust 
Leak of minor information will not compromise the system. 
(6) Verifiability 
Every voter can check whether his vote is counted and the result is 

verifiable. 
According to these principles, we analyze known e-voting protocols and 

point out their limitations. For example, the protocol in [11,9,10,5,22] did 
not consider the setting where voters can abstain from voting or the method 
used in it is not valid. As result, the administrator can handle their votes 
freely. The protocol in [9,10] can only apply to Yes/No voting. In fact, it's 
only a two-scale type appraisement of candidates. It's too rough in many 
settings. In [5], enough administrators can derive the recovery key and thus 
the voting is compromised. In [9,10,22] the complexity in the protocol is 
very high. In paper [10], for another example, proven-sum protocol and 
prove± 1 protocol need to carry out many times for security. It is also a 
Yes/No voting protocol. 

In this paper, drawbacks are noticed and with the frame of protocol in [11], 
a new protocol is proposed, which has the following feathers: 

(i) Renunciation of voting rights is allowed; 
(ii) lllegitimate votes can't be counted while legitimate votes can be 

surely counted; 
(iii)Any cheat from voters or administrators and the counter or even 

their collusion will be frustrated on the assumption that at least two 
administrators do not take part in a given collusion. Further, dishonest 
persons will be found out. 

(iv) Efficiency is investigated and confirmed by computing and 
comparing with that of the protocol in [9]. In the end, we conclude 
that our protocol is superior to known protocols. 

In the following sections, this paper is organized as follows. The second 
section points out the drawbacks in previous voting protocols. The third 
section shows how to proof the equality of discrete logarithm. The fourth 
section proposes a new key distribution scheme and the fifth section 
proposes a new e-voting protocol and proves the security of the protocol and 
analyzes the complexity. The last section concludes this paper. 

2. EQUALITY OF DISCRETE LOGS 

This section we introduce methods that prove the equality of discrete logs. 
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2.1 Interactive Protocol [16] 

p,q are large primes and q I p -1. g,h are elements of FP with 

order q . Prover publishes ( x, y) = (ga, ha) , where a e Z q , and he will 

show the Verifier that logg x = logh y . 

(1) Prover randomly selects WE Zq, computes (a, b)= (gw,hw), and 

sends (a,b) to Verifier. 

(2) Verifier randomly selects c e Zq and sends it to Prover. 

(3) Prover computes r = w + ca and sends it to Verifier. 

(4) Verifier checks whether gr =axe and hr =bye. If yes, he believes 

logg x = logh y . Otherwise, he refuses to accept the fact. 

More technical application ofthis method can be found in [17,9]. 

2.2 Non-interactive Verification 

Many papers [6,18,19,20] use a hash function to make an interactive 
protocol non-interactive. We keep the same notations as above. Assume 
H 0 is a one-way hash function. Prover computes c = H (a, b) and 

r = w + ca . He sends ( r, c) to Verifier. 

Verifier checks whether c = H(gr x-e ,hr y-c). If yes, he accepts the 

verification. Because c is a random to the prover, the security of the non
interactive verification is as secure as the interactive protocol above. 
Anyway, [21] has studied the security of using hash function to replace 
random oracle. And the conclusion is that such replacement is not always 
theoretically secure. So one must be careful of such replacement. 

3. A NEW KEY DISTRIBUTION SCHEME 

In this section, we proposes a new key distribution scheme for n share 

holders such that their share 

where (tt,tz,A ,tn) is the first 

a . 's satisfies 
J 

row of 

n 
L,ajtj =1, 
j=l 

the matrix 
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1 1 A 1 
-1 

1 2 A 2n-1 
and ai is the share of the jth share holder. p,q 

0 A 

1 n A kn-1 

are large primes, with q I p -1 ; G is a group with order q over FP ; 

g is a generator of G . 

(1) The jth share holder randomly selects (ci1,ci2 ,A ,cin) e Z/, lets 
n 

jj(x)=1+ Lciixi, computes aii= fi(i),f3ii =g011 , publishes 
i=l 

f3 ii and sends a ii to the ith share holder in a secret channel. 

(2) The jth share holder verifies whether 

f3u = gau ,i = 1,2,A ,n (I) 
n f1 /3,/, = g, k = 1,2,A ,n (ll) 

i=l 

If all the equations hold, he computes 
n 

ai = n-1La!i modq, 
i=l 

a i as his secret key. 

n 

f3 j = en f3u r-· ' publishes f3 j and keeps 
i=l 

Theorem 1 The generation of the secret keys a1, a2 A , an is secure under 

the assumption that no more than n-2 share holders collude. 
Proof: Because (II) is publicly verifiable, it holds all k, therefore 
n n 

La.vti = 1.Futhermore,for given(ak1,ak2A ,akn) e Z/with = 1, 
j=l j=l 

one can easily find a polynomial ft(x) over Zq[x]with degree n such that 

its constant item is 1 and akj = fk (j), j = 1,2,A , n . So in fact, 

(ak1,ak2A ,akn)eZ/ hidden in (f3kt,f3k2A ,J3kn) is generated in the right 

way. 

The generation of f3k is verifiable. On the other hand, for any given n-2 

share holders, say 1,2, ... ,n-2, there are q polynomials ft(x) over 
n 

Zq[x]with degree n such that its constant item is 1, Lalf;ti = 1, and 
j=l 

alfi = fk(j),j = 1,2,A ,n- 2 where k=n-l,n. Because of discrete problem, 
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they are equivalent to be a guess of the kth share holder's selection of 
ft ( x) . Therefore, the keys a1, a2 A , an are safely generated. 

4. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF A NEW PROTOCOL 

We assume Adl, Ad2, ... Adk are k administrators. Cis the counter, Vi is 
the ith voter. We assume one collusion set always includes no more than 
k- 2 administrators. p, q are large primes, with q I p -1 ; G is a group with 

order q over FP ; g is a generator of G ; a j is the private key of Adj; 

yj = gai is the public key of Adj, j = 1,2,A k. (t1,t2 ,A ,tk) is the first row 

of the matrix (ii-1 - 1 such that a h = 1.( See section 

(·,-)is a one-way hash function over finite field FP. In addition, a 

bulletin board is used, on which only administrators and the counter can 
publish information in the entitled field. We assume the information on the 
board is just what the writer writes. And we also assume that before the 
election every voter has registered his ID and the public key that matches his 
private key by physical means and before the election every one's ID and his 
corresponding public key are both published on the bulletin board. We also 
assume that the communication between Adj and Vi, between Vi and C is 
encrypted. We use an anonymous channel [8,15] so that anyone can't relate 
the sender to the receiver. 

4.1 Our Protocol 

(1) Voter Vi fills in his vote V;, computes the committed ballot[12•13•141 

xi where kiis a random; then computes ei =g'ixi to 
hide the ballot, generates his signature si = Signi(e; II EM) ,where 
e',EM are part bits and specific information of the election, 
respectively. Then he sends (IDi,ei,Si)to Adj, j = 1,2,A ,k. 

(2) Adj checks the status ofVi's voting. If Vi has voted, he refuses Vi's 
request to vote. Otherwise, Adj verifies Vi's identity and signature 
pair (/Di,ei,Si)with Vi's public key on the bulletin board. If the 

verification is successful, then he computes aiJ = ei a j , sends it to Vi 

and records that Vi has voted and keeps the vi's signature. 
Otherwise, he sends failure information to Vi. 

(3) If Vi receives failure information but he is sure of the validity of the 
data he provides, he can claim the case (seeing the signature is 
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publicly verifiable, so it is easy to adjudicate). Otherwise if he 
receives all the aij 's, he verifies whether 

ITk t· 
J=l aij ' = e; . 

If it holds, he goes on to step (4), otherwise he asks the administrators 
to carry out the interactive protocol or non-interactive protocol in the 

third section to check whether logel aij = logg r j. 
(4) Vi computes f3ii =ri-r;aii, sends (xi,f3ii) to Adj via anonymous 

channel, j = 1,2,A , k. 

(5) Adj verifies that whether x/i = f3ii. If the verification holds, then 

adds data f3 ii to the lth list of the bulletin board where xi is (if the 

list does not exist, he just creates one and fills xi and f3ii in.) and 

then lets f3 ii appear green. Otherwise, red. 

(6) IfVi fmds all the f3ii 's j = 1,2,A ,k appear green, he sends (l,kJ 

to C through an anonymous channel. Otherwise, he claims the case 

(If Vi finds f3ii is red, then he can ask Adj to compute jfii = x/i . 

They carry out the protocol in the third section to check whether 

logx; jjij = logg r 1 . 

(7) When the counter C receives (/, ki) , he uses ki to open vi in xi 

corresponding to I and counts correctly and adds vi to the list in 

which X; is. When the election is over, he publishes the result. 

4.2 Appraisement of the Protocol 

In this section we will evaluate our protocol according to the principles 
stated in the introduction. 

(1) Completeness 
Completeness means if all the participants are honest, every vote can be 
counted correctly. We only verify step (3). In fact, 

k k 

TI ti _ L;alJ _ 
aii - eii=! - ei. 

j=l 

(2) Security 
(i) Legitimate voter can't cheat successfully 

Although the legitimate voter can vote successfully, he perhaps 
wants to disrupt the election. And the possible ways are filling in 
a false vote at step (1 ), making a false claim at step (3) and 
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sending false {3ii. Now the committed ballot is opened with k; 

and it's publicly verifiable, so the false vote is invalid. And the 

false claim and false {3 ii will be detected and further will be 

made clear by the protocol in [6] or [9]. 
(ii)An illegitimate voter together with Adj and C can't cheat 

successfully. 
We have assumed that the voter's signature will be verified, the 
size of the collusion set of administrators is no more than k-2 
(thus we assume that Adl and Ad2 would not join the collusion) 
and the vote is different between different elections. Either the 
illegitimate voter can't get through the signature verification by 
Adl and Ad2 or e; includes no information of this election. In 

the former case, to assure jf;1, jf;2 appears green, the voter must 

construct jf;1 = X; a1 , jf;2 = X; a2 , but a1, a 2 are random to the 
k 

cheats (but La /i = 1, so they are not independent). So the 
j=l 

useful information is some pairs (f3!Px;),(f3!2,x;). To 

get a 1, a 2 , the cheats must solve discrete logarithm over G , 

which is believed to be difficult. In the latter case, e; has no vote 

information, to get the pairs (x;,x/1 ), j = 1,2, he can only 

computes ; (·,-)with selected parameters because ; (·,-) is a one 

way hash function. Maybe he can make use of the known pairs 

( x;a1 , x; ), ( x;a2 , x;) , it also needs solving a discrete problem, 

which is difficult. 
Now it's clear that any giving up voting rights is allowed, 
because others can't impersonate them without being caught. 

(iii) Prevention ofrevote attack 
We note that at the second step, Adj 's will check the status of the 
voter's voting. See that the signature of the voter is publicly 
verifiable, any dishonest Adj who will disclaim the voter's 
voting status with mistake will be found out. 

(3) Privacy 
The vote is committed in X; by a one-way function and further blinded 

in e;. the blinding signature provides the separation between the 

identification and anonymous communication. Therefore, the 
commitment hides the vote until the deadline. 
(4) Robust 
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Let's see what will happen if some information is leaked. Because the 
voters take part in voting independently, the leak of his parameters 
k;, r; , etc only will compromise his vote. The counter is only a public 

operator and he has no private information. And as to administrators, 
even if they collude, the voting scheme will as secure as the case that all 
the administrators are honest as long as the cheaters can not know all 
the private keys of administrators. That's, no less than two 
administrators' keys are not leaked out and kept secret from the 
cheaters. The reason is the same as (ii). 
(5) Verifiability 
X;, V;, k; are published on the bulletin board. And so every vote can 

know whether his vote is counted correctly. Furthermore, when the 
result is published, any person can check the result by manually 
counting. 
(6) Complexity 
First, let's see the complexity of the election. Because the entire claim 
will be made clear, we are not going to count the cost of the interactive 
protocol in [9] or the non-interactive protocol in [6]. We will also 
compare our protocol with that of [9]. We will see our protocol is very 
efficient. Calculation cost by voter: 1 hash function (·,-), 

2flogp l+ 2kflogp l+ 2 * 2flogp l+ 2flogp l Ri 2(k + 4)1ogp times 

multiplications over FP. Calculation per voter byAdj: One time signature 

verification,2flogp l+ 2flogp l Ri 41ogp multiplications over FP. 

Calculation cost per voter by counter C: One time hash 

calculation. Now let's see the complexity of [9]. Letk,l denote the number 
of candidates, the number of voters, respectively, then cost by voter Vi is: 

2JC ·10 ·logp multiplications over Fp. Cost per voter by 

administrator: fJ ·logk-1! + 2k logp )!-1 times multiplications 
k-1 

overFp. See l>>klogp, so it is 0(/k-2). Because counter's cost is very 

low, our protocol is much more efficient than that of [9] 
(7) Wide application 
Although it is achieved in [11], it is deserve a mention again, because 
many papers neglect it by proposing yes/no voting schemes. Ours and 
that of [11] can apply to general elections. 
(8) Permanence 
Although voters get their private key by physical means, it's easy to see 
that they don't have to change their key in the next election. If they 
want to change their key, they don't have to do it manually, but on the 
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Internet with his pre-changed key as his modification password. If he 
fails to do it, he takes up the physical means because his private key has 
been amended by others. In addition, the administrators can change 
their private key at the same time but independent of the voters. They 
also don't have to change it if no cheat from them appears, because the 
only leaked information is some patrs (y,ya; ), where 

y e Fp , i = 1,2,A , k and they will be found out whenever they cheat. 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper analyzes and points out the drawbacks of known e-voting 
scheme. Then we come up a new protocol which allows renunciation of 
voting rights, carries low complexity and can apply not only to yes/no 
voting. We prove the completeness, security and show the efficiency by 
comparing it with the protocol of [9]. 
(*This work is supported by NSF(No. 19931010) and 973 Project(No. G1999035802).) 
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